
PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Model: WC12910

Description: 60W Desk Top

Organizer
Last Modified: 8/18/14 15:01:06

Finish: Mocha Cherry/Mocha Cherry

Family: Accessories Brand: BBF

Category: Professional Label: BBF-new (C163968)

Function: COMMERCIAL-

ACCESSORIES        
TV Size: n/a

Division: BBF Warranty: 10 Years

Test: ANSI/BIFMA Country of Origin:

Compartments: Height: H:in: Width: W:in: Depth: D:in: Diameter: Dia:cm:
Overall Dimensions 13 7/8 13.8 45 1/2 45.4 12 3/4 12.6 0 0

Adjustable Shelf 6 5.9 21 1/2 21.4 11 5/8 11.6

Style Statement
For the home or professional office, Series C Elite fits the broadest range of workspace solutions with exceptional value, selection, convenience and

style

Features & Benefits
Durable laminate construction delivers strength for long term use and lasting beauty

An adaptable storage piece that can be placed on worksurface where needed most

Easily mounts to 60W, 66W or 72W Desk and Credenza

Two adjustable or removeable shelves for storage flexibility

Stores binders, paper products, reference material and more

Manage your changing workspace with one all-inclusive collection

Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards for safety and performance in place at time of manufacture

Commercial quality backed by 10-year warranty

American Made

Short Product Name
Bush Business Furniture Series C Elite 60W Desk Top Organizer

Long Product Name
Bush Business Furniture Series C Elite 60W Desk Top Organizer in Mocha Cherry

Short Product Description
The Series C Elite by Bush Business Furniture 60W Desk Top Organizer in Mocha Cherry for an exceptional value that lasts for years. This

functional office accessory provides a convenient area on your desktop to store everyday note paper, binders and reference materials. Center shelf

is removable so you can modify the storage space to best fit the items. Enjoy the elevated top shelf for pencils and supplies while minimizing clutter

in your work area.  This product can be easily moved and placed whereever you need it most. This solid, proven family of products fits all of your

home or professional office needs regardless of space, future expansions and budgets. Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards for safety and performance in

place at time of manufacture. American made and backed by Bush Business Furniture's 10 Year Warranty.

Long Product Description
Customize your storage with the Series C Elite 60W Desk Top Organizer in Mocha Cherry for an exceptional value that lasts for years. This

functional office accessory provides a convenient area on your desktop to store everyday note paper, binders and reference materials.  Center shelf

is removable so you can modify the storage space to best fit the items. Enjoy the elevated top shelf for pencils and supplies while minimizing clutter

in your work area. This product can be easily moved and placed whereever you need it most, pair this product with any Series C Elite desk for a

coordinated style. This solid, proven family of products fits all of your home or professional office needs regardless of space, future expansions and

budgets.  It works well in any setting from a small private or home office to large collaborative corporate settings. Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards for

safety and performance in place at time of manufacture. American made and backed by Bush Business Furniture's 10 Year Warranty.

Crosssell
WC12961



WC12969

WC12942A

WC12926

WC12936

Bullets
Sturdy: construction delivers strength and durability for long term use

Coordinate: with 60W Desk Shells, Credenza and Standing Table Desk

Durable: edge banding helps prevent nicks and scratches to the surface.

Organize: your projects to simplify your work surface

Versatile: Easily adjusts and moves where you need it most

Flexible: works well in both open plan and private office settings

Enhance: your existing Series C Elite Collection with a coordinating Height Adjustable Table

Easy: integration with other Series C Elite components for a total design

Cartons
Active Model H H:cm W W:cm D D:cm Weight Weight:kg Cube Cube:m Girth UPS UPC

A WC12910        4 10.16 51.75 131.44 15.75 40.01 41 18.6 1.9 0.05 91.2 Yes 042976497736   


